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A 🧵 

The situation with @PeImeniPusha aka Donbass Devushka
goes further than her not being a Ukrainian from Luhansk 

Allegedly a woman from Oak Harbor, WA USA 

Donbass Devuskha appears to be a US Navy Clerk who was
just discharged and allegedly shared Teixeria stolen docs
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Others have identified her name, and recent court filing to change her name, and identified

her alleged connections to a tropical fish business - being intentionally vague so as not to

dox, Donbass Devushka deleted her LinkedIn and Facebook, but the Internet is forever  
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LinkedIn listed her as a clerk with the United States Navy and a check of military records

confirmed that a person that shares their name, DOB, address, and LinkedIn dates of entry

and exit of the Navy aligns with the DoDMDC 

They left at the end of 2022 
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Why is that relevant? Because Donbass Devushka was one of the original leakers of the top

secret Pentagon documents in early March, taken by AIC Jack Teixeria, who was arrested on

4/13 

They deny having edited the docs, despite @bellingcat claim 

Donbass Devushka
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Russian-style information warfare. All efforts to consolidate all your geopolitical
news into one channel. Bringing the multipolar world together.

https://t.me/DDGeopolitics/54524
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Donbass Devuskha has locked her Twitter profile down, but others found this video clip of

her, without the fake Russian accent, talking about feeding discus fish - we know the name of

the company she was representing 

Note the hair style, color, forehead and glasses  
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Donbass Devuskha also attends or attended an online college, where they are studying

Politics and Global Studies 

They had another Telegram using part of the name of the school 

They merged with the Donbass Devuskha on 4/13 the same day @jabuttee called out some

info 
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• • •

@jabuttee One of our team members will attempt to reach out in the morning, Donbass

Devuskha would NOT be subject to UCMJ 

@bellingcat @NYT @washingtonpost @AricToler you may find this 🧵 interesting 

Thanks to @jabuttee for shining a flashlight on this 
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